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Course Description
This course teaches you how to:

l Work within the Measure Factory development paradigm.
l Make changes to your online dashboards, and create new dashboards.
l Apply business rules to your data, and define measures.

It is intended for:

l Developers who are responsible for maintaining and enhancing your Measure
Factory implementation.

l Subject matter experts who understand your organization's measures.
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Measure Factory About Dimensional Insight

About Dimensional Insight
Dimensional Insight develops and deploys business intelligence solutions for
complex, highly-regulated, and compliance-driven industries.

Our Vision for Information Delivery
Dimensional Insight believes that you need the ability to access your data at any
time. Whether you are in the office, at home, or are traveling, you can view
current spreadsheets, documents, pictures, email, reports, and structured data—
all the data that helps you understand where your business stands.
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Minimize Information Overload
As organizations grow, so do their databases—and these databases are often
built to serve single functions. When users share spreadsheets and text files and
use them to create reports, the results can be inconsistent.

How do you manage who can access the data? And how do you know whether
the data is up-to-date?

When the data is unclear, collaboration becomes a challenge.
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Single Shared Version of the Truth
Diver Platform provides tools to create a single, shared version of the truth. This
ensures that the information presented across the organization is consistent and
accurate.
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One Source of the Truth Across the Enterprise
With Diver Platform, you can validate the data and make it available to users on
laptops, tablets, and mobile phones.
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Our Complete Solution
Diver Platform software tools support all of your data management needs by:

l Extracting data from your enterprise systems
l Validating the quality of that data
l Applying business rules
l Securing the data for controlled distribution

Diver Platform clients support your business intelligence needs by:

l Constructing dashboards
l Performing advanced analysis
l Sharing reports on multiple devices
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Diver Platform
Diver Platform is a centralized information delivery system, providing data
transformation, administration, and end-user presentation in a complete
package. This gives a single, shared version of the truth from distinct data
sources.

Information consumers work with dashboards that allow them to explore and
discover insights from the data. With these insights, they can collaborate
confidently with other users.

Business analysts can perform ad hoc and advanced analysis and create various
reports.
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Diver Platform Architecture
The Diver Platform architecture consists of acquiring source data, organizing it
into a uniform state, and then delivering the single, shared version of the truth to
all users.

Diver Platform allows you to acquire data from multiple sources:

l Primary enterprise source systems, such as Meditech, SAP, and other line-
of-business applications

l Stored enterprise data, such as data warehouses, data marts, and data lakes
l Auxiliary files, such as goals data controlled by managers outside the data

stream

The rules engines for extract, transform, and load (ETL) allow you to organize the
source data into different structures for data modeling:

l A single place to define your data governance with business rules
l A single place to construct and validate columnar data sets
l A single place to define and apply security rules to protect your data

Diver Platform clients deliver your data for further analysis by way of:

l Live dashboards on websites
l Tools that support advanced analytics
l Shared data sets that support a consistent version of the truth
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A Central Platform for Different Users
Your organization needs more than simple analytic tools. You need a single
platform that supports your staff throughout the data life cycle, including
storage, analysis, and sharing.

Using Diver Platform means that all members of your staff—from data architects
to stakeholders—have the tools to do their jobs.

Diver Platform caters to specialized user needs:

l Power Users analyze data. They focus on data discovery, look for trends,
outliers, and opportunities, and report their findings.

l Information Consumers apply the data in their daily job functions. They
make informed decisions based on dashboards and reports and use mobile
access to both structured and unstructured data.

l Developers develop the data with world-class ETL tools and manage data
access with master data management tools. They work with stakeholders
to validate the numbers and create robust and intuitive applications.
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Introduction to Measure Factory
In this section, we will discuss:

What Is Measure Factory?

Managing the Complexity of Rules and Measures

About the Factory Process

Applications

Challenges of Managing Rules and Measures

Organizing Information

Implementation and Refinement

A New Way to Manage Data Processing

Workbench Help

What Is Measure Factory?
Measure Factory is an automated rules engine. It is a central place where you can
work with measures and their underlying logic. By allowing you to dig into your
data at the deepest levels, it helps you understand how the numbers come to
pass.

Key Features
Measure Factory allows you to apply business rules to a collection of data sets.
Because the processing of the rules is automated, you can focus on the
correctness of each rule, without needing to worry about how the rules flow
together. This makes it easy to create and manage a large number of rules.

Other key features include:

l Real-time data analytics
l Dashboards that allow in-depth analysis
l Role-based and executive management dashboards
l Robust security

Measures
Measures are your numbers. They provide perspective into where things stand
and where they might be headed in the future.

You can use measures to answer important questions, such as:
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l Are we hitting our targets?
l Are trends moving in the right direction?
l Which issues should I focus on first?

Governance
Measures are more the than quantitative values. You can surround a measure
with metadata to help facilitate data governance.

For example, you can include a semantic explanation of what a measure
represents and record the data used to produce it.

Dashboards
Dashboards display your data on the web. They provide your team with
immediate access to the numbers, enabling them to make data-driven decisions.

Managing the Complexity of Rules and Measures
The goal of Measure Factory is to manage the complexity of your organization's
rules and measures, enabling convenient and meaningful access to information.

Measure Factory ensures data integrity, improves usability, and saves time. The
combination of these factors make Measure Factory cost effective.

About the Factory Process
The Measure Factory process automates the processing of a number of business
rules through a factory configuration file. The factory configuration file is where
you define the measures and the rules required to build them. The Measure
Factory figures out what has to happen, in what order, to calculate the defined
measures. Measures are then displayed on DivePort pages or used for ad hoc
analysis in ProDiver.

Data sets for the factory are produced through the normal DI ETL processes.
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Applications
Dimensional Insight's Applications provide domain-specific rules, measures, and
dashboards, directed at solving a particular problem. For example, the Hospital
Operations application provides insights into clinical, administrative, and
financial activities at healthcare facilities. The Measure Factory processing
produces the data that supplies an Application.

Using transactional and reference data set inputs, the factory configuration
guides an automated process to enrich the data, and the resulting application
contains analytical data sets that are supplemented with rules.
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Challenges of Managing Rules and Measures
The Old Way
Traditionally, data development is handled by members of the IT staff.
BI Developers receive requirements from subject matter experts (SMEs), and
code a solution that fulfills their request.

This process depends on frequent communication between the BI developer and
the SME. As a result, the process is often inefficient and requirements are lost in
translation.

A Better Model
Measure Factory is intended to place SMEs in a more central role, providing tools
that align with their perspectives and capabilities.

Additionally, Measure Factory's embedded data governance presents your team
with common knowledge, easing communication throughout the data lifecycle.
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Organizing Information
Applications help information consumers answer questions about their day-to-
day job functions. The objective is to make it convenient for information
consumers to make data-driven decisions.
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Implementation and Refinement
This course takes place after an Application has been implemented, validated,
and deployed in production. The goal is to allow your team to continue with the
process of extending and refining the Application so that it can evolve with your
organization's decision support needs.

A New Way to Manage Data Processing
Measure Factory offers a new way to manage business rules, measures, and data
processing.

Some of the key benefits are:

l The automated rules engine, which allows you write rules in any order and
use them many times

l A central location to manage your business rules
l Reduced maintenance cost of ETL
l Embedded data governance

Workbench Help
You can access Workbench Help from the Workbench menu bar.
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This Help system offers a search box that can help you find information. You can
narrow the search by selecting a filter from the list located between the Search
box and the search icon.

IMPORTANT: The search function is based on keywords and does not support
most special characters.

If you enter a sentence or phrase in the search box, the Help applies an AND
operator to the major words in the phrase. For example, if you enter "How do I
add a column to a graph?" the Help system searches for pages that contain all
four major words: how, add, column, and graph (and returns 0 matches). In this
case, entering "add column" as search criteria produces better results. To search
for a particular phrase, enclose the phrase in quotation marks.

TIP: Clicking blue arrows and text in the Help system can reveal images or details
about the subject matter.
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Introduction to Workbench
In this section, we will discuss:

What is Workbench?

Workbench Interface

Using Workbench Explorer

Syntax-Aware Text Editor

Working with Workbench Connections

Workbench Components

What are Projects?

What is Workbench?
Welcome to Workbench, the centerpiece of Dimensional Insight Diver Solution
7.0 and Diver Platform with Spectre or DiveTab.

Workbench is an integrated development environment (IDE), designed to
simplify and speed up development of applications that process and present
your data. Workbench uses a central project repository to manage and control
the back-end building blocks. With Workbench, you can test and visually
examine your data flows and processes. In addition, Workbench provides one
point of entry for all your Diver Solution 7.0 and Diver Platform data servers,
easing the task of developing, testing, and managing multiple data projects.

Workbench allows you to set schedules for the extract, transform, and load (ETL)
tasks associated with your projects. Scheduling project tasks ensures that your
transformed data is up to date and available to users when they need it.

In Workbench, you can organize and transform your raw data into useful data
sources that are then presented to the end-user applications as shown in the
following diagram. You can design how to present the data in diveable
dashboards and graphical and tabular displays. With the DiveTab, DivePort, and
ProDiver clients, users can further manipulate data as well as formulate and
answer questions relative to their roles in the organization.
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Workbench Interface
This topic describes the Workbench user interface components in a typical
working environment. The Workbench integrated development environment
(IDE) opens the different file types from the Explorer into tabs in theMain
Window Space. These tabs display content using either a visual editor or the
text editor, depending on the file type.

Context menus are available throughout the interface: Explorer, tabs and
properties panes within the Main Window Space, tab titles, and the Status Bar.

The sample screen shot presents a typical Workbench screen showing an open
Visual Integrator script with a Builder object selected, which provides a sample of
the object properties panes.
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Main Window Space:

l Tabs—A file opened from the Explorer or administrative tabs opened from
the Tools menu (Server Settings and Project Settings). Click the tab title
to activate a particular tab for editing/testing

l Secondary Tabs "bread crumb trails" (only appear on some tabs)—
Navigate sub-tasks of the active Visual Integrator script by clicking the
triangle to expose choices (similar to navigating in Windows Explorer)

l Task Flow Panel—Create and edit scripts with visual icons (Visual
Integrator, Production, Visual Builder, and limited DiveTab modules)

l Object Properties Panes—Set properties and attributes for the currently
selected object (Builder in this example); each object has one or more
required attributes

Tool Windows:

l Explorer—On the left, navigate folders and files within your project
(supports drag-and-drop operations to and from Windows Explorer)

l Object Palette—On the right, select an object to place it into the currently
open script (supports drag-and-drop operations onto the Task Flow Panel)
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NOTE: The Explorer tool window is always present, though you can unpin it and
have it collapsed, while the right-hand tool window (Visual Integrator Object
Palette in the example above) changes and may disappear altogether, depending
on the active tab type.

What displays in theMain Window Space depends on the active tab type. The
example above shows a Visual Integrator script tab. Other tab types may include
different GUI editors (based on the file type). Many file types also allow editing
with the text editor, which may be particularly helpful for debugging scripts.
Settings for the DiveLine server and projects also open in tabs.

Using Workbench Explorer
Workbench Explorer is similar to Windows Explorer. You can drag and drop files
in to and out of the Explorer tree and double-click files to open them in the
default editor. You can accomplish most tasks with the context menu commands.

The context menu commands available in Workbench Explorer change
depending on the selected item.

Explorer

Level
Available Context Commands

All Copy, Cut, Paste, Delete, Rename, and Version Control

Project Close Project and Project Settings

New, Refresh, Edit Access Control, and Find In Files

Folder New, Refresh, Edit Access Control, and Find In Files

File Open, and Open with (can choose the default)

Scripts Run, Test, Run Script, Test Script, Open, and Open with (can choose
the default), and add task or tasklists (Visual Integrator only, when
the script is expanded)

Syntax-Aware Text Editor
Many Workbench file types that open in text editor tabs have built-in syntax
awareness, which can help you quickly code scripts.

NOTE: You can toggle the display of line numbers on or off in text editor tabs
(View > Show Line Numbers). This will also suppress the status bar display of
the total number of lines in the file.

Script Files
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The following file types provide syntax awareness:

l Project Access files (access)
l Spectre Build files (build)
l Spectre cPlan files (cplan)
l DIAL scripts (dial)
l Spectre Dives (dive)
l DiveTab files (divetab)
l Measure Factory (factory)
l Measure Factory Plugin (factory-plugin)
l Spectre Measures (measures)
l Spectre QuickView Sets (qvset)

Color Coding
All the text editors include color-coding:

l Blue is used for reserved words (tags).
l Teal (blue-ish green) is used for functions inside Spectre expressions.
l Maroon (dark red) is used for strings (values).
l Green is used for comments.
l Dark slate gray is used for numbers.
l Black is used for expressions, brackets, and equal signs.

An example cPlan script is shown below.

Block Expansion
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Within an open script, tree-view style +/- toggles after the line numbers allow for
expansion and contraction of code blocks.

Example for collapsed blocks:

Example with one block expanded:

NOTE: You can collapse or expand all blocks at once with the View >
Collapse/Expand All menu command.

More Help
While editing a script, more help is available depending on the script type and
current block.

l If the pointer is inside a Spectre expression, for example, `value("Bar")-value
("Foo")`, you can press F2 to open a Edit Expression window. The Edit
Expression dialog has context-sensitive help and lists the available
columns.

l Certain strings support Auto Complete. For example, in Spectre Build you
can define the type of a column with the attribute type="". When the
pointer is within the quotes, press Ctrl+Space to show a list of allowed
types. In some script locations, where you enter strings for a project path,
directory names may be suggested.

l When entering blocks of code, press Ctrl+Space after a tag name and
before the '{' to display a picklist pop-up of possible attributes and values.
Choose from the list and press Enter.
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If you know the first letter or two of the tag or function, you can type that
to narrow down what is presented in the auto-complete menu.

An icon appears next to an item if it is required (multiple items with icons
indicates that at least one is required as shown below).

NOTE: If the editor offers no suggestions, make sure the pointer is in a
valid code block.

Errors and Warnings
The Workbench text editors highlight syntax errors with a red squiggly underline.
Place the pointer over an error to see the message as shown below. Errors
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include syntax and context issues.

If you try to save a script with a syntax error, a confirmation dialog may display
based on your preferences.

An orange squiggly line indicates that there may be an issue, but it is not a syntax
error as shown below.

NOTE: A deprecated tag likely continues to work, but it is usually best to replace
it with a current tag.

Zoom Level for Script Tabs
You can adjust the size of the text editor tabs in Workbench with the following
zoom commands:

l Ctrl+0—Default (100%)
l Ctrl+mouse wheel scroll up—Zoom in
l Ctrl+mouse wheel scroll down—Zoom out

The zoom level is displayed at the bottom of the script tab as shown below.
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Go To Line
You can move focus to a specific line in the text file with the Go To Line dialog
box.

To use the Go To Line:

1. Press Ctrl+G.
The Go To Line dialog box opens.

2. Enter a line number and click OK.
3. Focus is moved to that line number.

Working with Workbench Connections
This topic describes how to create, edit, and delete Workbench connections.

Creating a New Connection
To create a new connection:

1. Click File > Open Connection.

The Connection Manager opens.

2. Click Add Connection (green plus sign) at the top of the left Connections
pane, and select the connection type:
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o DiveLine—Used for typical Dimensional Insight projects (except DiveTab
projects)

o DiveTab—Used for DiveTab projects
3. Enter details for the connection in the right pane. See the following list for

the details.
4. Click Login.

DiveLine connections:

l Server—Enter the server name or an IP address to connect to.
NOTE: What you type here is duplicated in the Connections list on the left
pane and becomes the connection name (unless you also add a label).

l Port—Enter a port number for this connection (check with your system
administrator).

l Label—Enter a label for this connection (optional).
NOTE: This label overrides the text entered into the Server field for the
connection name as it displays in the left Connections pane.

l User—Enter the user name for this connection.
l Password—Optionally enter the password for this user and connection. If

no password is provided here, and authentication it is not Web Server, the
user will need to provide a password each time the connection is made.

l Connect on startup—Select this to have the connection login on startup
(defaults to False). If credentials are missing when a login attempt is made,
an error message displays on the Start Page under the Default
connections area.

l Use Credentials For WebAuth—Select to allow credentials to be used for
the DiveLine Web Authentication URL. Defaults to False and is only
applicable for servers using Web Server authentication.
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Sample DiveLine connection

Workbench Components
The Workbench client is an IDE with the following components.

Component Description

Spectre Build Used to create a configuration file that defines the

transformation of data into a cBase.

Visual

Builder

Used to create a description file that describes the

transformation of data into a model.

Visual

Integrator

Used to create objects to manipulate input data to transform it

and output to either model or cBase.
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Component Description

DiveMaster Used to create DivePlans that specify to client software (for

example, ProDiver and DivePort) how the data should be

presented.

Production Used to create workflows for building models or cBases and

schedule data manipulation tasks.

DiveTab Used to create tablet-based applications for self-service

reporting and analysis.

Text Editors Used to create and edits various scripts that do not have a GUI 

(for example, cPlans, Dives, Measures, Measure Factory

configurations and plug-ins, DIAL, and QuickView sets.

What are Projects?
Workbench (Diver Solution 7.0) introduces the concept of projects. Projects in
Workbench are a collection of related files within a single directory tree that are
associated with a Diver Solution or Diver Platform implementation. In
Workbench, a project is specifically defined and the software acts upon this
definition.

The following are the main Workbench project features:

l Abstraction—what is the project for?
l Simplified file organization
l Easily transportable—all pieces encapsulated
l Self-contained access control files

Project Files
When you define a new project, a recommended structure is presented to
organize the parts, but there is flexibility. You can choose to start with an empty
structure or use the default structure and delete or rename folders to suit the
needs of your project and reduce visual clutter.

A project directory typically has folders for:
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l Raw data or source files
l Temporary data in the process of being manipulated
l Finalized data files
l Document libraries
l Image libraries
l Scripts, often organized by type such as build, divetab, or prd

The following is a typical project directory structure.

Security
Access control is part of the project. Projects have self-contained access control
rules that are organized by users, groups, or user properties. Access control
options allow you to specify rules for accessing files and directories, rules for
viewing data records in cBases, Models, DiveTab areas (buttons) and pages, as
well as whole-project access.

Project Paths
Files within a project are referred to by their project path. The project root is a
forward slash ("/"), and then all other files are stored under that. So if you have a
folder called cbases within your project, and a sales.cbase file within it, the path to
the file is:
/cbases/sales.cbase
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Project paths make projects completely portable. A project can be stored in one
place on one machine and in a completely different place on another. All
references to project files within scripts are easily resolved regardless of the
project placement on the server. Because of this, and in order to keep scripts,
markers, and dives as clear as possible, the use of relative paths to reach parent
or sibling directories (../data/foo.txt) is discouraged.

Aliases
You can create aliases to bring in data from outside the project. The aliases can
be to folders in another project on the DiveLine or to a system drive. Alias
functions are like a UNIX link.

Mailing Lists
You can create mailing lists that are used to send notifications for the success or
failure of whole Production scripts or specific nodes as they are processed.
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Transactional Data and Reference
Data
In this section, we will discuss:

About Transactional Data and Reference Data

About Lookup Tables and Flag Tables

About Transactional Data and Reference Data
Measure Factory helps you manage two types of data:

l Transactional data, which comes directly from your source system.

Transactional data records what happened. For example, transactional data
includes information about charges, such as the name of the consumer and
the date and time that they were billed.

l Reference data, which supplements transactional data and provides
information not captured by your source system.

For example, your transactional data might record codes—such as facility
codes—but lacks descriptions of what they represent. You can use
reference data to attach a description to each code, making your end data
more meaningful.

About Lookup Tables and Flag Tables
Dimensional Insight recommends that you maintain reference data outside
of the Measure Factory configuration file. This makes the data easier to
modify, in case the values change.

You do this using two special types of data structures, called lookup tables and
flag tables.

Lookup Tables
Factory lookup tables are used to bring in data from text files, for purposes such
as converting codes in the input data sets to the corresponding descriptions.

Lookup tables have one or more keys and one or more columns. The columns
are the values to bring into the data set and the keys are the values to join that
determine which particular column value to bring in. Factory lookup tables must
have the two following special columns:
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l __mf_start_date
l __mf_end_date

These fields allow you to change the mapping of keys and columns over time.

Sample lookup table
__mf_start_date __mf_end_date Customer ID Customer Name

2005/01/01 2011/01/01 410003435 Brasilia Restaurant & Bar

2011/01/01 410003435 Brasilia Grill

2005/01/01 410012091 Cristo Pizzeria

2005/01/01 410012419 Echo Restaurant

Lookup table text files should be tab delimited with column headers. Lookup
tables must be stored in the config directory and have the following filename
format:

lookup_table_<name>.txt
Where lookup_table_ is required and the <name> is used to reference the
lookup file using the lookup-table tag.

Flag Tables
Factory flag tables are used to bring in additional data from a text file. The flag
tables are similar to lookup tables, but only bring in Boolean values—yes or no.

Flag tables have only one key. Flag tables must have the following special
columns:

l __mf_key
l __mf_start_date
l __mf_end_date

The __mf_key column is the one key. The special date columns allow you to
change the mapping of the key over time. All other columns supply the flag rules
and the cells must be either blank or Y.

Sample flag table
__mf_
key

__mf_
start_date

__mf_
end_date

NICU Charges
Key

Newborn Bed
Charges Key

170 Y
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__mf_
key

__mf_
start_date

__mf_
end_date

NICU Charges
Key

Newborn Bed
Charges Key

171 Y

172 Y

173 Y Y

174 Y Y

Flag table text files should be tab delimited with column headers. Flag tables
must be stored in the config directory and have the following filename format:

flag_table_<name>.txt
Where flag_table_ is required and the <name> is used to reference the flag
table file in the flag-table block.
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Measure Factory
In this section, we will discuss:

Measure Factory Overview

Machinery

Rule Types

Factory Configuration File Code Block

Factory Output Folder Structure

Workshop

Measure Metadata

Measures Tags

Day-of-the-Week and Month Date Rollups

Measure Factory Overview
Measure Factory is an add-on to the Diver Platform that automates the
application of domain-specific rules.

The diagram here depicts the major elements of a Measure Factory
implementation.
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What is Measure Factory?
The Measure Factory is an automated rules engine. It applies all the rules
associated with input data sets and provides transformed output data sets. The
output data sets allow you to present this transformed data to end users. One
important feature of the Measure Factory is the automation of the rules
application, which allows the developer to concentrate on rule development and
not worry about the rule processing order.

What is a Measure?
A measure is a calculation that is derived by applying business rules to your
source data. Each measure applies one or more rules, which may span multiple
data sets. Typically the result is a number in the form of a ratio or percentage. It
could also be a date, Boolean, or string. A measure's definition includes written
information that provides context about what the measure represents and the
logic used to generate it. Measures are associated with a time period so that you
can compare changes over time.

What is a Rule?
A rule is the application of a particular business rule’s logic that transforms one
of the input data sets. The business rules are based on the organization’s data
governance and ensures that all end users work with a consistent view of the
data. There are six rule types. They can be as simple as counting the records of a
column from an input cBase (source rule) to calling a complex external process
(plugin rule). There are rule types for calculating columns (calc rule), bringing in
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columns from text data sources (lookup rule) and applying Boolean flags (flag
rule), as well as one that allows you to bring in data from another input cBase
(link rule).

What is a View?
A view is a limit applied to the source data set. Each measure requires a view and
that view defines which data set the measure is calculated from and what (if any)
limits to apply. One data set can have multiple views associated with it. The data
set is read once and these views are an abstraction layer into portions of the
data.

Machinery
Data Sets
Measure Factory starts with a number of transactional data sets, each of which
has a different level of detail—for example, account information versus charges.

Rules
You then apply rules to the data sets.

Data sets start out with a rule for each of their columns. These are called source
rules.

You write the other types of rules in the factory configuration file. These rules are
processed when you build.

Measures
Unlike rules—which are evaluated during the build—measures are evaluated
when you interact with them on a DivePort dashboard or in ProDiver.

Though you could define measures elsewhere, you write them in the
configuration file to keep everything together.
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Rules vs. Measures
l Rules are always at the detail level, and are associated with a single data

set.
l Measures are always at the summary level, and can span multiple data sets.
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Date Abstraction
Measures always have a date associated with them. For example, the admit date
is used to calculate the Total Admissions measure, whereas the discharge date is
used to calculate the Total Discharges measure.

Metadata
You can add extra information to rules and measures to help users understand
their meaning and enable data governance.

l Description—A brief description of what the measure represents
l Definition—A narrative explanation of the measure's logic
l Reference—Documentation useful for understanding the origins of a

measure's definition and description
l Good Direction—One of two values (up or down) that tells you whether

higher or lower values indicate improvements in performance

Rule Types
The Measure Factory has the following rule types:

l Source rules—Derives from the columns in the cBases
l Calc rules—Applies a mathematical expression
l Lookup rules—Brings in information from a lookup file
l Flag rules—Produces a Boolean value; similar to lookup rules but only one

rule is used as the key in the lookup
l Link rules—Allows movement of data from one data set to another
l Plugin rules—Executes an external process to produce rules not covered

by the other rule types

Source Rules
Measure Factory input data sets are compiled cBases created by DI ETL tools.
These cBases are then loaded from disk. The columns in the cBase are
automatically made available as rules in the data set. These rules are referred to
as source rules.

When you examine the Workbench output after processing a factory
configuration file, you can see the number of rows and rules processed. The rule
count includes all of the columns in all of the input cBases.

In the sample output shown here, you can see on line 10 there are 26 rows, 5
rules from a simple five-column cBase processed through a factory
configuration file with no additional rules set.
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Calc Rules
A calc rule adds information to each record of a data set by applying a
mathematical expression to a subset of other rules in the same data set.

A simple calc rule is shown graphically here.

Another example:
calc-rule "Ship Decimal Cases" `value("Ship Bottles") / value
("Pack") + value("Ship Cases")`

Lookup Rules
A lookup rule gets information from a lookup table. It does this by matching
certain values from each record with values on a particular row of the lookup
table.

A simple lookup rule is shown graphically here.
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A common use for a lookup rule is to convert codes into text descriptions. For
example, a lookup rule can convert revenue code to revenue description. The
lookup rule looks in the revenue lookup table to find the code for each record
and copies the corresponding description into a new rule in the data set.

First you need to declare the lookup table in the lookup-tables section, as
shown here.
lookup-tables {

lookup-table "Revenue" {
key "Revenue Code"
column "Revenue Description" type="string"

}
}

Then you call the lookup table and set the rule within the appropriate data-set
block.
data-set "Charges" {

cbase-input "/data/charges.cbase"
lookup "Revenue" {

date rule="Posting Date"
key "Revenue Code"
lookup-rule "Revenue Description"

}
}

This lookup rule specifies the following:

l lookup—Retrieve information from the Revenue lookup table (declared in
the lookup-tables code block).

l date rule—The relationships between the codes and descriptions are
effective as of the posting date (this date comes from the source data).

l key—The Revenue Code column contains the codes.
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l lookup-rule—For each code, return the value that is in the same row, in
the Revenue Description column.

Flag Rules
A flag rule gets information from a flag table. Flag tables have one column for
the codes (labeled __mf_key) and other columns for descriptions. Each
description column uses a Boolean value—for example, Y (yes)—to associate it
with one or more codes.

The flag rule is shown graphically here.

The flag table and flag rule are specified together in a flag-table block directly
within the appropriate data-set block as shown in the example here.
data-set "Charges" {

cbase-input "/data/charges.cbase"
flag-table "Revenue Code Flags" {

date rule="Posting Date"
key rule="Revenue Code"
flag-rule "ICU Charge"

}
}

This flag rule specifies the following:

l flag-table—Retrieve information from the Revenue Code Flags flag
table.

l date rule—The relationships between the codes and descriptions are
effective as of the posting date (this date comes from the source data).

l key rule—The values in the __mf_key column are revenue codes.
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l flag-rule—In the ICU Charge column, any row that has a Y (a Boolean
value of TRUE) corresponds to the code in the same row. In other words,
any of the associated codes indicate an ICU charge.

Link Rules
The link rule allows you to move data from one data set to another. The link rule
requires a key, which is a rule in one data set that matches a rule in the other
data set.

The link rule connects records from the two data sets which share the same value
for the selected key. It applies a summarizing mathematical expression to the
records in one data set and places the result in the corresponding records in the
other data set.

The link rule is shown graphically here.

Link rules are placed directly in the appropriate data-set block.

For example, the sample code below creates a link named Inventory between the
Sales data set (where the link is defined) and the Inventory data set (named in the
link definition). The link uses the key Product ID.
data-set "Sales" {

cbase-input "/cbases_sales/sales_detail.cbase"
link "Inventory" {

key "Product ID"
link-rule "Active Item Flag" `info(value("Active Item Flag"))`

}
}
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Factory Configuration File Code Block
Every new Measure Factory configuration file is populated with the following
default structure:
measure-factory {

current-date "YYYY/MM/DD"
lookup-tables {
}
data-sets {
}
views {
}
dimensions {
}
dimension-sets {
}
measures {
}

}
You are not required to use all blocks.

Factory Output Folder Structure
The structure of the factory-output folder after successful processing is as
follows:

l factory.dbk—DiveBook with references to all measures and data set
DivePlans

l all-measures.dvp—DivePlan to examine all measures
l overview.dive—Sample test dive against all measures
l overview.txt—Output of running overview.dive
l /data-sets—A folder containing data set DivePlans
l /info—A folder containing cBases that provide metadata about the factory
l /__internal—A folder containing files that the configuration file uses

during builds
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Workshop
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Measure Metadata
You can add additional metadata for your measures that can assist in user
understanding and data governance.

The following sub-tags are available in the measure block (view tag is required):

l alternate-name—Defines an alternate name for the measure.
l analysis—Defines the options for analyzing Measure Factory data in

DivePort.
l description—Provides a brief description of the measure, which can be

made visible in DivePort.
l definition—Provides an explanation of the business rules behind the

measure, which can be made visible in DivePort.
l good-direction—Defines the direction considered favorable for the

measure. This ensures that any indicators used on the DivePort page
appear in the correct color.

l id—Defines a unique identifier for the measure, which is used for the
DivePort collaboration feature. These tags are automatically generated
upon save and close.

l reference—Lists documents useful for understanding the origins of a
measure's definition and logic.

l threshold—Provides context for the measure, but need not be part of the
calculation

l view—Defines the view used for the measure.

Measures Tags
The measures block is where you define and categorize measures in the factory
configuration file.

Measures Tags

Tags Examples Notes

measures measures { 

...
}

Defines the container block for
the measure tags. Each measure
must be listed within a
category tag.
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Tags Examples Notes

category measures {      

category "Inpatient Volumes"
{ 

...
}
category "Outpatient
Volumes" {

...
}
...

}

Define categories for one or
more measure tags.

measure measure "IP Admissions" `count
()` filter=`value("Admission")`
format="#,#" {

...
}

measure "Total Admissions"
`count()` filter=`value
("Admission") or value("Normal
Newborn Account")`
format="#,#" {

...
}

Defines a measure with a name
and a Spectre calculation
expression, filter, and format. See
next table for additional tags.

TIP: Measures need to
summarize data.

Optional Sub-tags for Measure Blocks
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Tags Examples Notes

view view "Admissions" Sub-tag for measure that defines the view
to use for the measure.

NOTE: Most measures have a view tag.
For measures that require data from two
data sets, such as a ratio of two measures
that have different views, no view tag is
used. Such measures cannot use the
value() function, but can use the
measure() function to access the data.

label label "Overall ALOS" Defines an alternative label for the
measure. You can display this in DivePort
using the $(MEASURE_LABEL) macro. For
example: $(MEASURE_LABEL "PPA Overall
ALOS") could display "Overall ALOS" in the
portlet.

NOTE: If set, the Matrix portlet displays
that label instead of the measure name.
Columns labels in other portlets also use
the measure label instead of its name.

definition definition "Count of
Accounts that are
either an Admission
or a Normal
Newborn Account."

Defines, in words, the business rules
behind the measure. You can display this
in DivePort, using the $(MEASURE_
DEFINITION) macro.

description description "All
inpatient admissions
including Normal
Newborns"

Provides a brief explanation of what the
measure represents. You can display this
in DivePort, using the $(MEASURE_
DESCRIPTION) macro.

good-
direction

good-direction
"down"

Defines whether higher or lower values
are favorable. This determines the color of
the indicators that appear on DivePort
pages.
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Tags Examples Notes

id id "79e4429e-fb56-
4047-9510-
6bea6acc989b"

Defines the unique identifier for this
measure within the factory when using
Teamer integration for collaboration.

reference reference "UB-04
Specifications
Manual"

Lists documents useful for understanding
the origins of a measure's definition and
logic. You can display this in DivePort,
using the $(MEASURE_REFERENCE) macro.

threshold threshold "Exp
Value" `sum(value
("Exp Readmit
Rate"))/count()`
filter=`notnull(value
("Exp Readmit
Rate"))`
format="0.00"

Provides context for the measure, but need
not be part of the calculation.

analysis analysis "Acute
ALOS" {           

...
}

Defines the options for analyzing the
measure in DivePort.

available-
dimensions

available-
dimensions {             

dimension-set
"Admissions"
}

Sub-tag for analysis to define the
dimensions that can be selected for
analysis in DivePort. Populates the menu
in the DivePort portlet used to switch
dimensions.

initial-
dimensions

initial-dimensions { 

dimension "Admit
Location"

}

Sub-tag for analysis. Determines the
first value in the dimension menu in the
DivePort portlet.
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Tags Examples Notes

quickviews quickviews {             

quickview
"Facility"
quickview "Admit
Year-Month"

}

Sub-tag for analysis that defines the
QuickViews that appear when analyzing
the measure in DivePort.

summaries summaries {             

summary "%
Total" `measure
("Total
Admissions") *
100 / parent
(measure("Total
Admissions"))`
format="#.0\"%\""

}

Sub-tag for analysis that defines the
calculation for the named summary. The
summary columns display when analyzing
the measure in DivePort. Can include a
filter and format. The summary can also
have a sort tag.

NOTE: The measure() function shown in
this example is available only in the factory
configuration file, not in any other Spectre
file types.

sort sort "Total Charges"

reverse=true

Sub-tag for analysis that specifies a sort

on a summary column.

filter filter `value(substr

("Customer ID", 1,

4)= "4100")`

Sub-tag for analysis that defines a filter

on a dimension.

Measure Code Example
measure "Total Admissions" `count()` filter=`value("Admission")or
value("Normal Newborn Acct")` format="#,#" {

description "The sum of all Inpatient Accounts, Acute and Non-
Acute including Normal Newborns."

definition "The count of all Inpatient Accounts, Acute and Non-
Acute including Normal Newborns"

reference "UB-04 Specifications Manual"
view "Admissions"
analysis {

available-dimensions {
dimension-set "Admissions"

}
initial-dimensions {

dimension "Admit Location"
}
quickviews {
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quickview "Facility"
quickview "Admit Year-Month"

}
summaries {

summary "Acute" `measure("Acute Admissions")`
summary "Non-Acute" `measure("Non-Acute Admissions")`
summary "ED Admits" `measure("ED Admissions")`
summary "Total Newborns" `measure("Total Newborns")`

}
}
id "cdbbd9b1-c267-4a4c-31de-9cbabd507462"

}

Day-of-the-Week and Month Date Rollups
You can create day-of-the-week and month date rollups using the weekdays and
monthname values in period tags within dimensions created specifically for this
purpose. These dimensions can then be used in QuickViews to sort the data by
day of the week or month.

You create special dimensions where you set these periods.

Day-of-the-week-date rollup example
dimension "Admit Day of Week" {

date-rollup period="weekdays" rule="Admit Date"
format="AAA"

}

Month date rollup example
dimension "Admit Month" {

date-rollup period="monthname" rule="Admit Date"
}
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Adding to DivePort
In this section, we will discuss:

DivePort Overview

Portal and Dashboard Elements

Portlets

About Edit Mode

OK vs. Apply

Matrix Portlets

Adding a Matrix Portlet

Chart Portlets

Adding a Chart Portlet

Indicator Portlets

Adding an Indicator Portlet

Workshop

DivePort Overview
DivePort is Dimensional Insight's web-based data visualization and analytics tool.
It displays data in an interactive way, allowing users to dive in and explore the
numbers.

If your organization purchased a Dimensional Insight Application—for example,
Hospital Operations—your DivePort site already includes standard dashboards
that display your measures. With its point-and-click interface, DivePort allows
you to further customize these displays and create new displays to meet your
organization's unique needs.

Portal and Dashboard Elements
Instance Description

Portal A website that displays your data

Environment A group of pages within a portal. You can switch between
environments using a menu on the title bar.
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Instance Description

Page Display areas in the portal that contain one or more portlets.
Each page has a unique ID and can be addressed by its Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI).

Portlet A single data display, such as a table or chart. Portlets are
dynamic, updating each time that the data is refreshed.

Portlets
A portlet is a Java API that processes requests and generates dynamic content on
a portal page. Typically, a portal page contains a collection of portlets. DivePort
users can see and interact with a portlet as a specialized content area. Each use of
a portlet is referred to as an instance.

Portlets have multiple states, modes, and messaging capabilities that allow for
the real-time selection and display of information on the page.

About Edit Mode
By default, DivePort pages are locked from editing. All DivePort users that have
access to a page can view data and use QuickViews and click actions to filter and
change the data they see.

You can enter edit mode to edit a page or portlet.
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To access edit mode, click Edit. The page is unlocked and the Edit option is
replaced with edit tools, including an Edit the page content chevron that
provides access to the page context menu.

When in edit mode, items on the screen fade and borders appear around every
editable portlet instance. Portlets that cannot be edited appear as if they are part
of the page background.

Placing the pointer on a portlet changes the portlet shading and shows the
portlet type in a tooltip.

To select a portlet, click on it. When a portlet is selected, the color of its borders
changes to blue with small resizing nodes on the corners and sides, and a
chevron appears on the upper-right corner of the portlet.
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The following options are available in edit mode:

l Click the portlet chevron or right-click the instance to open the portlet
context menu.

l Double-click the portlet instance to open an edit portlet dialog box.
l Place the pointer on a resizing node until the cursor changes to a two-

headed arrow. Then perform a click-and-drag operation to change the size
of the portlet.

l Use a drag-and-drop operation to move the portlet to a different location
on the page.

l On manual pages, press the arrow keys to move the selected portlet or
group of portlets one pixel at a time.

l Double-click the page background to open the Add Portlet dialog box.

l Right-click the page background to open the Edit the page content
menu.

NOTE: Very small portlets do not display resize nodes or the portlet chevron.

To save your changes and leave edit mode, on the toolbar, click Save. Or, to
leave edit mode without saving your changes, click Cancel.
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The page returns to lock mode and brightens, and the portlet borders disappear.

OK vs. Apply
When you edit a portlet, there are two ways to confirm your changes:

l OK, which applies your changes and closes the edit dialog.
l Apply, which also applies your changes, but keeps the edit dialog open so

that you can make further adjustments.
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Matrix Portlets
A matrix portlet displays tablular views of cPlan data with Measure Factory
measures.

When you create a matrix portlet, you select the measures (called lines in the
portlet creation wizard) that typically appear in the left-most column of the
portlet, and the other columns display data regarding that measure.

The lines can be grouped into categories to make the presentation more useful.
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Adding a Matrix Portlet
1. In DivePort, browse to the page where you want to add the portlet.
2. On the DivePort toolbar, click Edit to unlock the page and enable edit

mode.

The Editmenu item is replaced with edit tools, including a page context
menu chevron.
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3. On the toolbar, click the chevron.
4. On the page context menu, click Add a Portlet.

1. Unlock the page and select Add a Portlet on the page context menu.

2. SelectMatrix Portlet from the Add a Portlet list.

The Edit Matrix Portlet dialog box opens.

This is the first page of a portlet creation wizard.

3. Select a Measure Factory project.

The wizard advances to the Select measures dialog box.

4. Select each measure that you want to display as a row on the portlet.

TIP: You can use the Search box to locate specific measures, and press and
hold Ctrl (Windows) or Command (Mac) while clicking to select multiple
measures.

5. Click Next.

The wizard advances to the next page, which lists the selected measures in
the Lines text box.

6. If you want to add more measures, under Lines, click Add a line.

7. Optional. If you want to group the lines into categories, under Lines, click
Add a line group.

The Line group settings dialog box opens.

8. Enter a line group Label, and then click OK.

The label is added to the bottom of the Lines section of the Edit Matrix
Portlet dialog box.

9. If you want to add more categories, continue to add line groups until you
have entered them all.

10. Use a drag-and-drop operation to move the line group labels to the top of
each group of lines and then move the lines under the line group label,
inside the dotted line.

TIP: You can tell the group labels from the lines because the lines and line
groups have distinct icons.

11. To add a data column to the portlet, on the Edit Matrix Portlet dialog box,
Columns section, click Add a column.

The Column settings dialog box opens.

12. Enter a Time Range and time period.
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TIP: Columns are labeled with the name of the measure by default, and the
width is determined by the data display. To override these defaults, you can
enter a different label in the Label box or enter a number (of pixels) in the
Width box.

13. If you want to select a different indicator type or add thresholds to the
column, click the Edit indicator type icon, and make the changes on the
Display settings page.

14. Click OK.

Chart Portlets
If you have a Diver Platform license, you can use chart portlets to create charts or
graphs directly on DivePort pages.

The chart portlet creation wizard includes built-in time series and date roll-up
options. There is no need to generate date roll-ups or time-series calculations in
advance.

Holding the pointer on a point on the chart displays detailed data in a tooltip
format.
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Adding a Chart Portlet
1. In DivePort, browse to the page where you want to add the portlet.
2. On the DivePort toolbar, click Edit to unlock the page and enable edit

mode.

The Editmenu item is replaced with edit tools, including a page context
menu chevron.

3. On the toolbar, click the chevron.
4. On the page context menu, click Add a Portlet.

5. On the Add Portlet list, double-click Chart Portlet.

The Edit Chart Portlet, Select a data source dialog box opens. This is
the first page of a portlet creation wizard.

6. From the Project list, select a data source, and then click Next.

The Select a chart type dialog box opens.

TIP: You can use the Search box to locate a specific type of chart or click
theMenu icon to select an option for sorting the list.

7. Select a chart type, and then click Next.

The Select a dimension page opens.

TIP: You can reorder the Select a dimension list by clicking themenu
icon and selecting a sort option. Or, if you know the name of the
dimension that you want to use, you can enter all or part of the name in the
search box to narrow the options in the list.
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8. Select the dimension that you want to use for the chart, and then click
Next.

l If you are adding a MultiTab chart type, the Select a category dialog
box opens. Proceed to step 9.

l If you are adding chart type that is not MultiTab, the Select values
page opens. Proceed to step 10.

9. On the Select a category dialog box, select a dimension that is used to
split the initial dimension value into MultiTab categories.

10. On the Select values page, select the columnar values that you want to
use on the chart, and then click Next.

The Edit Chart Portletmain page opens, showing the main properties of
the chart.

11. Review the Source, Type, Dimension, and Values settings and make any
needed changes.

NOTE: In the Values area, you can place the pointer on a value row to
enable the Edit this value icon , which you can click to edit the Value
settings, including value Column, Label, Color, and more. Other options
vary, depending on chart type.

12. Under More settings, you can select property settings for the graph Axes,
Legend, Display, or add Click Actions.

13. Click OK.
14. On the tool bar, click Save to exit edit mode and lock the page.

Indicator Portlets
Indicator portlets provide a graphical representation of data values. You can
place individual indicators on a page and specify one or more values you want to
compare with another value.
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Adding an Indicator Portlet
The procedure to add an indicator portlet depends on your license. The following
steps describe the procedure using a Measure Factory standard license.

1. Unlock the page and select Add a Portlet on the page context menu.
2. On the Add Portlet list, double-click Indicator Portlet.

The Edit Indicator Portlet, Select a data source dialog box opens.

3. Select a Project, and then click Next.

The Select a chart type dialog box opens.
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4. Select an indicator type, and then click Next.

A list of Measure Factory values appears.
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Available options vary, depending on the indicator type.

5. Select the Measure Factory value that you want to illustrate using the
indicator portlet, and then click Next.

TIP: Enter a full or partial name in the search box to filter the list.

The wizard advances to the next page.

6. Select a Date Range and period (Current, Previous, Current Versus
Previous, or Current Versus Previous %).

7. Click Add a threshold.
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The Thresholds settings dialog box opens.

8. Enter or select a Threshold value.
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9. Select a Time Range and Color, and then click OK.
10. Optional. Edit options under More settings.
11. Click OK.
12. On the toolbar, click Save to exit edit mode and lock the page.
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Workshop
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Best Practices
In this section, we will discuss:

Best Practices for Rules

Best Practices for Measures

Best Practices for Views

Best Practices for Dimensions

Best Practices for Rules
l Try to achieve the right balance between rules and measures.

l When a rule refers to an individual row of data, give it a singular name.

Example
calc-rule "Customer" [...] {
}

l Write calc rules that produce a Boolean value (true or false) wherever
possible. (You can use this type of calc rule to filter measures.)

Example
data-sets {

data-set "Surgical Cases" {
cbase-input "/data_sources_build/cases.cbase"

calc-rule "Completed Case" `value("Case Status")="Completed"` {
}

}
}
[...]
measures {

category "Cases" {
measure "Total Cases" `count()` filter=`value("Completed

Case")` {
}

}
}

l Use a calc rule to concatenate the text for a code and its description.

Example
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The + operator concatenates the MS DRG code and its description.
Additionally, the if() function checks whether the description is blank; if
not, it returns text in the format <code>-<description>. If the
description is blank, the function returns only the code.
calc-rule "MS DRG" `value("MS DRG Code") + if(is_null(value("MS
DRG Description")), "", "-" + value("MS DRG Description"))` {
}

l Use flag rules—rather than calc rules—to bring groups of codes into the
configuration file.

Example

This flag rule brings in values from the Revenue Code flag table. It checks
the CT Scan Charges Key column for rows with a Y, and then returns the
corresponding revenue codes from the _mf_key column.
flag-table "Revenue Code" {

key rule="Revenue Code"
date rule="Posting Date"
flag-rule "CT Scan Charges Key" {
}

}

l Name a flag table and its key rule after the column in the source data with
which the flag rule is associated.

Example

If the source data has a column named Diagnosis Code, name the flag table
file flag_table_Diagnosis Code.txt, and write the following lines in the
configuration file:
flag-table "Diagnosis Code" {

key rule="Diagnosis Code"
[...]

}
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l Give plugin scripts a descriptive name, and name the objects within them.

Example

l For plugin scripts, specify the data types of the columns in the output
cBase.

Example

Best Practices for Measures
l Reuse measures as often as you can.

Example
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measure "Acute Discharge Days" [...] {
}
measure "Acute Discharges" [...] {
}
measure "Acute ALOS" `measure("Acute Discharge Days") / measure
("Acute Discharges")` [...] {
}

l Make measure names plural.

Example
measure "Total Sales" [...] {
}

l Use consistent names for similar measures.

Example
measure "Accurate Case Duration Estimates" [...] {
}
measure "Accurate Case Duration Estimates %" [...] {
}

l Write intuitive calc and filter expressions.

Example

This filter brings in only records that have a product type of still wine and a
color of red, and then the calc takes the sum of the sales for those records.
measure "Total Red Still Wine Sales" `sum(value("Sale Amt
Extended"))` filter=`value("Product Type")="STILL WINE" and value
("Color")="Red"` {
}

l Use the filter to bring in just enough data to calculate the measure.

Example

This filter brings in only records that are for a foundation product, and then
the calc takes the sum of the sales for those records.
measure "Total Foundation Product Sales" `sum(value("Sale Amt
Extended"))` filter=`value("Foundation Product")` {
}

l For measures that calculate a count, use the filter to bring in only the
values to be counted, and then use the count() function.

Example
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This filter brings in only accounts that have an admission, and then the
calculation counts the number of them.
measure "IP Admissions" `count()` filter=`value("Admission")` {
}

l For measures that calculate an average, use the filter to determine the
denominator and then use a function—such as average()—to perform
the calculation.

Example

This filter brings in only inpatient accounts that have been discharged. This
value defines the number of items to be averaged (the denominator).

The calculation then takes the average of a value that is related to those
items. In this case, it takes the average of the charges that were billed to the
accounts.
measure "Avg IP Charges Per Discharge" `average(value("Total
Charges IP Discharges"))` filter=`value("Total IP Discharge")` {
}

l For measures that calculate a ratio of two other measures, use the same
filter as the denominator of the ratio.

Example
measure "Overall ALOS" `measure("Total Discharge Days") / measure
("Total Discharges")` filter=`value("Discharge") or value("Normal
Newborn Discharge")` {
}
measure "Total Discharges" [...] filter=`value("Discharge") or
value("Normal Newborn Discharge")` {
}

l Specify a measure's initial dimension only if it is something other than the
first value in the associated dimension set.

Example
dimension sets {

dimension-set "Admissions" {
dimension "Account ID"
dimension "Admit Location"
dimension "Admit Source"

}
}
measures {

category "Inpatient Volumes" {
measure "IP Admissions" `count()` filter=`value("Admission")`

format="#,#" {
[...]
analysis {
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available-dimensions {
dimension-set "Admissions"

}
initial-dimensions {

dimension "Admit Location"
}

}
}

}
}

Best Practices for Views
l Avoid removing values directly from a data set. Instead, use a view to filter

out the values.

Example

This view brings in only values that have a date of today or earlier. It filters
out values without dates and values whose dates are in the future.
view "Inventory" {

filter `value("Date") !=null and value("Date") <= current_date
()`

[...]
}

Best Practices for Dimensions
l Alphabetize the dimension names in a dimension set. This makes the list of

dimensions easier to read in the DivePort Analysis portlet.

Example
dimension-sets {

dimension-set "Admissions" {
dimension "Account ID"
dimension "Admit Source"
[...]
dimension "Primary Care Provider"
dimension "Service Line"

}
}

l Create date-time dimensions within Measure Factory.

Example

You can use the date-rollup tag to create new date-time dimensions.
The new dimension is based off of a date value from the source system.
dimensions {

category "Dates-Times" {
dimension "Admit Date"
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dimension "Admit Month" {
date-rollup period="monthname" rule="Admit Date"

}
}

}
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